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Good naming is a process, not a single step
August 21, 2015 by Arlo
Many people try to come up with a great name all at once. This is hard and rarely works well. The problem is
that naming is design: it is picking the correct place for each thing and creating the right abstraction. Doing that
perfectly the first time is unlikely. Let’s talk about evolutionary naming.
This post is the first in an 8part blog series. See the bottom of this article for links to other parts
and publishing dates for those parts that I haven’t yet written.
The easiest approach I’ve yet found for finding good names is to progress along a series of regular steps. The
steps a name goes through are:

(click for larger image)

1. Missing
2. Nonsense
3. Honest
4. Honest and Complete
5. Does the Right Thing
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6. Intent
7. Domain Abstraction
At each step, I look at one part of the code, understand one kind of thing that is happening, have an insight, and
write it down. I repeat this until I have moved one step down this list. I keep going until I have a good enough
name for my purpose.

Working effectively with indebted code
Those of you who are reading ahead will wonder why I am focusing on names. I mean, names are annoying to
come up with and perhaps this will make it easier, but is that really a problem?
The answer to that question lies at the heart of understanding, preventing, and paying off technical debt.

The source of all technical debt
Indebted code is any code that is hard to scan. Technical debt is anything that increases the
difficulty of reading code.
My focus on code reading may seem odd to many of you. After all, we’re programmers. We’re good at reading
complex code, and our job is to update code. Shouldn’t the definition of technical debt be something about the
cost and risk of changing code?
Mine is. It turns out that the largest single thing developers spend time doing is reading code. More than design,
more than writing code, more than scanning, even more than meetings (well, probably). According to an
analysis I saw of Eclipse data, programmers spend around 6070% of their entire programming time reading
code.
So if we want to make programmers more efficient, we need to improve their ability to read code.
Furthermore, the probability of introducing a bug into new code is superlinear with respect to cyclomatic
complexity. Make a method longer or more nested and people write more bugs when they edit it. Interestingly, it
also correlates with syntactical legibility. Make the indentation inconsistent and programmers write a lot more
bugs. More even than if you make the code more complex.
That’s because bugs come from incomplete understanding. Incomplete understanding arises when the system is
harder to understand than we can store in our heads at once. And the big thing that determines how much we can
store is how legible it is. How quickly we can identify what it does and label things so that we don’t have to
remember and manipulate details.
So if our definition of technical debt is code that is difficult, expensive, or risky to change, then the root cause of
that is code that is hard to scan.
And how do we make code easy to scan? Use good names to encapsulate details.

Working effectively with any code
Any code contains information. Some of this information it screams out at you. You can see this with a quick
scan; you don’t even have to read. Some of the information requires a careful reading to discover. Some is in
between; it requires a read, but most any reader will discover the information once they look.
If we want to make code more scannable, we need to increase the percentage of relevant information that it
screams at you. Which also means hiding the irrelevant information.
http://arlobelshee.com/goodnamingisaprocessnotasinglestep/
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The process of reducing debt is simple:
1. Look at something.
2. Have an insight.
3. Write it down.
4. Check it in.
Look at something: pick one thing to examine. Don’t try to understand everything. That will take way too long
and will overflow the capacity of your brain. Yes, even your brain.
Have an insight: it doesn’t matter what. Don’t go for the perfect insight. Find something useful that is not yet
scannably obvious.
Write it down: in a name. There are only a few places where you can write down anything you want in a
programming language. Names are the best.
You can use a comment. But comments aren’t actually part of the code. They duplicate the code, which causes
all the usual duplication problems.
Other than comments, the only places to record arbitrary things are in names or in assertions.
If your insight is structural then it belongs in a name. If it is a runtime insight then use an assertion.
Assertions need to be easy to find. So don’t litter them around your core code. Express your insight as an
example and write it down in a test. And name the test about the insight (not about what code it happens to
execute).
So even runtime insights are stored in names (test names). The specific example and measure are stored in the
test body / assertion.
Insights belong in names.
Check it in: yes, right now. You have made the code better. Not perfect. But remember the mantra of legacy
code: Good is too expensive; all I want is better (quickly). So now that you have made the world a little better,
lock in your gains! Check it in.
Good is too expensive; all I want is better (quickly).

The insight loop is all there is
This loop, BTW, is all of modern software development.
Refactoring legacy code is running this loop and writing stuff down in names.
Understanding legacy code is running this loop and writing stuff down as examples in tests.
TDD is running this loop three times:
First a loop where we look at the customer interview and we write it down as one example in a test.
Second a loop where we look at the test and we write it down in names in the code.
Third a loop of refactoring the (new) legacy code.
Design is a loop where the place you look is “how hard was it to write this test” and you write down
insights by changing names (usually fixing the Does the Right Thing step).
Know where you are in this loop at all times and learn to do it quickly and you are a masterclass software
engineer.
The rub, of course, lies in knowing how to do it quickly. The masters are really fast at this loop. I can execute it
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regularly in between 2 seconds and 45 seconds. I can do that speed no matter where I am looking for insights:
customer interview, existing code, or existing test. And no matter where I need to write down my insight: a new
name, change a name, change an abstraction, a new test, or a change in a test. I know other people who are even
faster.

Which brings us back to names
Names are the place we record our insights. And we need a good way to know where to look next for the highest
probability to find a useful insight. Interestingly, I find the quality of existing names to be a great way to find out
where to look. And that leads us to the naming progression I described at the top of this article.
In summary, becoming a master at software development means iterating quickly. Using the core loop flexibly.
Which means:
1. Look at something. Use the quality of current names to decide where to look.
2. Have an insight. By reading things, usually names.
3. Write it down. In a name, using an automated refactoring. Or in an assertion in a test, using a fluent
/ easy to read assertion.
4. Check it in. Express your intent by naming your commit using a message.
In one word: Names.
The rest of this blog series will describe the transitions a name goes through. Each will tell you where to look,
what kinds of insights to glean, and how to write them down. I’ll also give lots of tips on how to use tools to do
this at speed. Finally, we’ll close with some concluding comments and a short learning path—a sequence of the
microskills involved that is designed to be easy to learn and pay off with advantages from the start.

The Naming is a Process blog series
1. Good naming is a process, not a single step (this entry)
2. Missing to Nonsense
3. Nonsense to Honest
4. Honest to Honest and Complete
5. Honest and Complete to Does the Right Thing
6. Does the Right Thing to Intent
7. Intent to Domain Abstraction
8. Summary and Learning Path (will publish Tuesday, 9/1/2015)
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lot of places throughout my project. Junior devs (such as myself) have a lot of trouble with this.
Not only do they not notice it, but they aren't even aware of how much naming is important. Academic literature and selflearning
course never put any emphasis on this and it is something devs become aware of only by going through painful, old projects or by
learning it from a mentor / senior developer.
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I'm glad you are finding it useful. Awareness of technical debt and how to work with it is the difference between CS (the study
of software) and software engineering (actually doing software creation). Very few courses provide any opportunities to learn
software engineering, yet it is the only one which is useful in industry.
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